
CUSTOM 
MINING CONTAINER

If you have special wishes, talk to us, almost all of your specific needs are possible. We have a lot of  
experience in R&D and work with trustworthy partners who are flexible to model their products to your needs. 
More importantly, we have an interest in complex and new challenges. Every hurdle we have to take will be 
with entousiasm and full focus.

Continuously striving for modularity, ease of deployment, environmental focus and cost efficiency - from  
miners, for miners. Your mining situation is unique, your power site is unique, your budget is unique and your 
mining knowledge is unique. With our help you’ll get the perfect solution.

How does this fit with standardized solutions like ours?

Within our standardization, we have foreseen maximum customizability. The things you don’t need to  
worry about, like the quality of the power cabinet, PDR’s and the housing are in our hands. Everything else 
can be discussed together.

We have the experience and have already setup multiple sites the past few years. Providing knowledge to  
support you on every aspect of the project.

12ft container + fans

40ft container with louvres

20ft container + fans

different colors or branding
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CUSTOM 
MINING CONTAINER

KEY FEATURES
 

 
Modular freedom
All kinds of frames possible, from 10ft up to 45ft high cube, pallet wide containers. And everything 
in between. 
 
No hassle, just a single unit to handle it all. Differing for each location, keeping the unit mobile gives 
you freedom. No need to arrange building permits and other legislation.

Easy to finance & scalability
Our modular approach allows cost savings in both capital and operational expenses, accelerating 
business growth. M-LINE is designed with scalability in mind, enabling integration with future  
deployments. Expanding you data center in a later stage is an option without the need for system 
interruption or difficulties. Just add more M3s and you can build as your business grows.

Workspace
You want free space to work in? Or we build a sepperate workspace unit. Or we make a bigger  
container where you have extra room for maintenance and a computer setup.
 
Fast deployment
Every case will be different. Even with a modular design, lead times will be tidy. Discuss your  
projects lead times with our specialists.

On what levels can we help you defining your requirements?

climate (hot, cold, rain, snow, ...)
location / space constraints
in a building or outside?
container size: standard 10 - 20 - 40 feet ISO (high cube) or anything smaller or bigger
coupled and stacked container setups
connections / transformers
electrical upgrades: smart PDU’s or non-smart PDU’s, ...
remote monitoring and digital access
which types of miners will you use?
branding: logo’s/design, special setup requirements, color of container/equipment...
accoustics
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